La traduction avec le comparatif

1. The search engine "Chrome" is better than Internet Explorer.
2. UFOs are less interesting than DNA.
3. Spell check is as important as saving your file.
4. A cell phone is more efficient than a regular telephone.
5. My brother and I are worse at research than biologists.
6. Cloning (cloner) is as unethical as stealing someone's password.
7. Astronauts study more than astrologers.
8. An old computer works less quickly than a new computer.
9. Cars are less safe (sûr) than airplanes.
10. Marie has as many dresses as skirts.
11. Our house has less space than your house.
12. Bernard takes as many class as Paul.

La traduction avec le superlatif

1. Curing (to cure) a person is the best treatment.
2. Marc and Laure contribute the most to technology of all their friends.
3. Chicago is the most beautiful city in the world.
4. It is the best day of my life. This is the worst day of my life.
5. People (les gens) that have the most money often are the least happy.
6. Science is the least interesting subject at school.